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Structurally colored materials are often used for their resistance to photo-bleaching and their complex viewing-direction-dependent optical properties. Frequently, absorption has been added to these types of materials in order to improve the color saturation by mitigating the effects of nonspecific scattering that is present in most samples due to imperfect manufacturing procedures. The combination of absorbing elements and structural coloration often yields emergent optical properties. Here, a new hybrid architecture is introduced that leads to an interesting, highly directional optical effect. By localizing absorption in a thin layer within a transparent, structurally colored multilayer material, an optical Janus effect is created, wherein the observed reflected color is different on one side of the sample than on the other. A systematic characterization of the optical properties of these structures as a function of their geometry and composition is performed. The experimental studies are coupled with a theoretical analysis that enables a precise, rational design of various optical Janus structures with highly controlled color, pattern, and fabrication approaches. These asymmetrically colored materials will open applications in art, architecture, semitransparent solar cells, and security features in anticounterfeiting materials.

For thousands of years, humans have been fascinated with the panoply of colors found in nature, and have sought to create materials that exhibit these colors in a variety of ways. Throughout this time, there has been continual improvement in the ability to fabricate and understand the underlying physics of these structures, from the 4th century Roman Lycurgus cup,[1] showing different color in reflection and transmission, to the inspiring coloration of ancient church windows,[2] and modern effect pigments[3] that use sparkle, luster, and color travel to create vivid coloration. Aesthetics and function are often intimately linked in modern materials.[4] Examples can be found in materials that change color to indicate structural fatigue in bridges, buildings, or airplane wings,[5] or modify transparency to allow energy savings,[6] as well as in the fields of anticounterfeiting,[7,8] solar-energy harvesting, modulation of absorption and thermal emission,[9] and colorimetric sensing.[10]

Generally, the coloration of a material results from a combination of absorption, reflection, and scattering. Absorption of light in a given wavelength range leads to a macroscopic color; for example, by electronic excitations in dyes or plasmonic resonances in noble metal nanoparticles.[11,12] Alternatively, micro-to-nanoscale structured materials can enable optical interference phenomena, resulting in structural coloration. Examples of structural coloration abound in natural species,[13] and can also be found in synthetic photonic structures such as diffraction gratings,[7,14] colloidal crystals,[15] and multilayer stacks.[16] The combination of structural coloration and absorption can improve the color saturation of materials by reducing the amount of nonspecific background scattering in the structure. In the simplest case, absorbers—whether dyes or plasmonic particles—are used to purify the spectrum of structurally colored materials, especially by distributing an absorber homogeneously throughout the material.[17] The controlled localization of the absorbing moieties within a composite architecture can provide avenues for completely new optical effects. Examples include ultrathin perfect absorbers,[18] ultrathin-film semiconductor/metal structural color materials,[9] antireflective coatings,[19] structural color saturation adjustment,[20] and asymmetric reflection materials.[21,22] Strikingly, asymmetric absorption properties can arise from the combination of an absorbing layer with a thin film. In particular, combining two structural color elements (a thin film and a plasmonic material) with an absorbing layer (a film of silver) can lead to asymmetric absorption properties at specific wavelengths.[21]

A material with such an asymmetric absorption spectrum, by conservation of energy, must have an asymmetric reflection...
spectrum. We anticipated that by generalizing the system of a structural color material and an absorbing layer, which can impart an anomalous phase shift (one different from 0 or $\pi$) on the reflected light, one can rationally design the reflected color from one side of the material to be arbitrarily different from the reflected color from the opposite side. Here, we develop this idea to create semitransparent coatings that exhibit different reflected colors depending on the viewing direction. In analogy to Janus particles\(^{[23]}\) that feature different chemical compositions on either side, we will refer to these materials as optical Janus materials to highlight the asymmetric nature of their reflection. We investigate the underlying physical origin of the observed effect, provide general design guidelines to create coatings with arbitrary reflection colors from each side, and use patterning techniques to create optical Janus patterns with viewing-direction-dependent optical properties.

We fabricate optical Janus thin films using gold nanoparticles ($d = 12$ nm) as an absorbing element in combination with a sputter-coated titania thin film ($d = 218$ nm) used as the photonic element causing thin film interference (see Figure S1 of the Supporting Information for fabrication details and for nanoparticles characterization). In Figure 1, we compare the viewing-direction-dependent optical properties of the thin film to a reference sample without any absorbing gold nanoparticles and a sample with gold nanoparticles deposited at the air/titania interface. As expected, the color observed from either side of the thin film without an absorbing material has an identical light pink hue (Figure 1a), whereas that observed on the sample with the absorbing layer between the substrate and the dielectric shows a strong difference in the color, appearing bright cyan when viewed from the film side and deep violet when viewed from the substrate side (Figure 1b). The drastic difference between the color observed in these two configurations is further emphasized by the measured reflectance spectra (dashed lines, Figure 1b). If the gold nanoparticles are deposited at the air/titania interface, only slight differences exist in the reflected intensity of the spectrum, but not in the location of the peak and trough wavelengths (Figure 1c).

We attribute the observed asymmetric reflection properties to the absorbing metal nanoparticles' effective complex refractive index (RI), which is very sensitive to their dielectric environment.\(^{[12]}\) This complex RI is then manifested in anomalous phase shifts occurring upon the reflection from an absorbing layer, as predicted by the Fresnel reflection coefficient for normal incidence:\(^{[24]}\)

\[
\eta_{\pm} = \frac{\eta_1 - \eta_2}{\eta_1 + \eta_2}
\]  
(1)

where $\eta_1, \eta_2$ are the complex RIs of the incident and reflecting media, respectively, with the imaginary part of the RI representing the loss or gain of the material. For non-normal incidence, these coefficients are different for the transverse electric and transverse magnetic polarizations; for simplicity, we assume normal incidence for all calculations. It can easily be seen that when there is no absorption, the Fresnel coefficient will be purely real, and therefore will cause either a 0 or $\pi$ phase change in the reflected light (Figure 2a). In a conventional thin film with an RI higher than that of the substrate, there will be no phase shift for the internal reflections. Thus, the total phase accumulated for a given path is the same regardless of the incident direction: the resulting reflected structural color observed from either side of the material is identical. However, when one or both of the media have complex RIs, the Fresnel reflection coefficient becomes complex, and therefore imparts an anomalous phase shift (deviating from 0 or $\pi$) on the reflected light (Figure 2b). Since the RIs of the materials on either side of the absorbing layer are different, the accumulated phase is no longer the same for light incident from either side of the structure and we can expect to see the optical Janus effect.

From these simple arguments, we calculate the strength of the optical Janus effect based on the anomalous phase changes.
upon reflection from thin film ($\alpha$) and substrate side ($\beta$). We use the transfer matrix method and vary the real and imaginary part of the RI of an absorbing layer, which we model as a thin absorbing film placed underneath the photonic thin film. [24] Figure 2c,d shows exemplified analytical solutions for thin-film structures made of 250 nm of titania (Figure 2c) or silicon nitride (Figure 2d), each of which has a thin absorbing layer (7 nm) with a varying complex RI at the substrate/thin-film interface. The triangle pointing up is colored with the simulated human-eye perceived color as observed from the film side of the sample, while the triangle pointing down is the same for the sample observed from the substrate side. The strongest structural color asymmetry, i.e., the biggest color change for different viewing directions, can be observed for high real and imaginary parts of the RI of the absorbing element (the positions of exemplary metals are superimposed on the graphs). This can be clearly seen in Figure S2 (Supporting Information), which shows the difference in the hue of the color from the two sides of the structures simulated in Figure 2c,d.

These analytical calculations explain the dependence of the observed optical Janus effect on the location of the absorbing element shown in Figure 1a–c. If the absorbing gold nanoparticle layer is positioned at the air/thin-film interface, the surrounding material is air, so the real part of the effective RI of the absorbing layer is low. Moreover, the localized surface plasmon resonance of gold nanoparticles experiences spectral shifts when they are surrounded by a lower index material—causing a blueshift and a decrease in intensity of the absorbance peak—which lowers the imaginary part of the RI of the absorbing layer.[23] Both effects weaken the optical asymmetry and cause similar reflection colors from either side of the sample (Figure 1c). In contrast, placing the gold nanoparticle layer in between the substrate and the dielectric film increases both the real and imaginary part of the effective RI of the absorbing layer, leading to a pronounced structural color asymmetry (Figure 1b).

Furthermore, we can calculate the effect of the thickness of both the absorbing and the dielectric films on the reflected color. As an example, we choose gold (Figure 2e) and chromium (Figure 2f) to contrast the strength of the effect for metals with different complex RIs and skin depths. While even a slight shift in the thickness of the gold layer will change the observed colors and reduce the asymmetry of the effect, a strong difference in color from the two sides is clearly observable for all thicknesses of chromium down to 5 nm. The three fundamental configurations shown in Figure 1, along with the simulations shown in Figure 2, demonstrate the key parameters in designing coatings with asymmetric structural coloration: the presence of an absorbing element, its position relative to the other optical elements, and its complex refractive index.

Coatings with asymmetric color reflection are not limited to thin films but can also be prepared from multilayer architectures, allowing for an increase in overall reflectivity and more control of the optical spectra. Figure S3 (Supporting
Information) provides transfer matrix-calculated reflectance colors for exemplary multilayer stacks. Incorporation of a gold nanoparticle layer into the high RI part of the multilayer structure results in a strong optical Janus effect with a pronounced dissimilarity of observed color depending on the viewing direction (Figure 3a,b). Similar to the thin film architecture, a multilayer without an absorbing layer always shows the same color when observed from both sides (Figure 3c; Figure S3, Supporting Information). When changing the location of the nanoparticles within the multilayer, the effect can be enforced or diminished, depending on the RI of the layer embedding the absorbing nanoparticles (Figure S4 and S5, Supporting Information).

In Figure 4, we show micrometer-scale structures with patterned, viewing-direction-dependent optical properties by controlling the spatial positioning of the absorbing elements using photolithographic techniques. We deposit a thin gold film on a photolithographic pattern and apply a lift-off technique to remove the gold film from prepatterned structures (see Figure S6, Supporting Information). A dewetting process at 500 °C subsequently transforms the gold film into separated nanoislands at predefined areas (Figure 4a,b; Figure S7, Supporting Information). After deposition of a multilayer structure (Figure 4c) as the photonic element, only the nanoparticle-coated areas exhibit the optical Janus effect, while all other areas show direction-independent color determined by the photonic stack (Figure 4c,d): the color of the predefined pattern in Figure 4c,d changes from orange to green when viewed from the film side and substrate side, respectively, while the background remains uniformly yellow. A slight modification of the deposition process yields even more complex optical microstructures: when omitting the lift-off step, the photo resist layer is combusted during the dewetting process of the thin gold film, leaving gold nanoparticles on both areas with and without photoresist but with a small, particle-free gap at the edge between the two areas (Figure 4f,g), providing a clear contrast at the edges of the pattern only (Figure 4h,i).

Figure 3. The optical Janus effect observed in a multilayer stack. a) Schematic showing the deposited film thicknesses of the samples in (b). b) Simulated (dashed) and measured (solid) reflectance spectra for sample in (a) with nanoparticles observed from the film side (left) and substrate side (right). Insets show the viewing direction and optical images of the sample. The color of each curve is calculated from the CIE 1931 color matching functions. All scale bars are 1 cm. c) Same as (b) for sample in (a) without the gold nanoparticles. The optical properties are identical from both viewing directions.

Figure 4. Spatially patterned optical Janus properties by local control of absorber deposition. a) SEM image of a single pattern showing the locations of the nanoparticles (bright areas). b) Higher resolution SEM image of the boxed region in (a) showing the nanoparticle size distribution. c) Optical microscopy image of the coating side of a patterned layer of gold nanoislands created using the method described in the text. d) Optical microscopy image of the same sample viewed from the substrate side. e) Schematic showing the thicknesses of the seven-layer film deposited on the patterned nanoparticle structure used for the generation of patterns shown in a–d. f–j) Same as (a–d) but for a sample made without the lift-off step, such that the gold nanoislands are located everywhere except for the edge of the micropattern, providing the contrast only at the small regions outlining the pattern. Scale bars: a,c,d) 400 μm; b) 1 μm; f,h,i) 10 μm; g) 1 μm.
The optical Janus effect can be created using absorbing elements with a large range of complex RIs, as indicated in Figure 2c,d. By overlaying the complex refractive index of commonly used metal films into the diagrams, we predict that plain metal or metalloid films used as absorbing element, e.g., chromium or germanium, can produce strongly asymmetric coloration, enabling simple, scalable, and cost-efficient fabrication processes. This procedure is very different from and has advantages over the previous method, which relied on nanoparticles for the absorbing element. Since the nanoparticles’ optical properties can vary from batch to batch for synthesized particles and especially for in situ dewetted nanoparticles, the transfer matrix method simulation to calculate the exact color of the structure has to be tuned for every batch; thus, the colors of the material cannot be precisely designed a priori. If thin metal films are used instead, the RIs of the absorbing material can simply be looked up in a reference material, and the ability to rationally design the structures before fabrication is greatly increased.

As an example, in Figure 5a–c we show a patterned optical Janus stack comprised of two bilayers of SiO$_2$/SiN on top of a patterned chromium film on a glass slide. Similar to the gold nanoparticles used above, the large complex refractive index of a chromium thin film induces anomalous phase shifts upon reflection, giving rise to the observed structural color asymmetry. The choice of chromium as an absorbing material was motivated by its high complex RI (see Figure 2c–f), ease of deposition, high adhesion to the substrate, low cost, and lower number of processing steps required to produce patterned samples as compared to the dewetted gold nanoparticle layers mentioned previously. In the example, the structure was designed such that when viewed from the coating side, the pattern would be similar in color to the surrounding Bragg stack color without the absorbing layer, but when viewed from the substrate side, would display strong contrast with the background. This creates a viewing-direction-selective invisibility of the pattern (Figure 5a–c). An even more complex optical Janus effect is achieved by varying the thickness of the first layer deposited on top of the absorbing layer. Designing the Bragg stack in such a way that its peak wavelength is near the middle of the visible spectrum, we create a sample with short color travel when viewed from the front side, while displaying a range of colors when viewed from the substrate side (Figure 5d–f).

It should be noted that in all of the analytical calculations and experimental measurements in this paper, we have reported only normal incidence reflection spectra for the samples. The transmission spectra of Janus stacks must, by reciprocity, be identical regardless of the illumination direction.[26] The angle-dependence of these structures is similar to that of pure-dielectric multilayers in that there is a blueshift at increasing angles, as can be seen in Figure S8 and S9 (Supporting Information).

To conclude, we have designed and demonstrated semi-transparent materials having a different color depending on the viewing direction, by rationally combining absorbing and structural photonic elements. The physical origin of this optical Janus effect lies in the anomalous phase shift of reflected light caused by the complex RI of the absorbing material. In the stack, the dielectric environment of the absorbing material is anisotropic, leading to a different color from constructive interference on both sides of the sample, which can be predicted by transfer matrix calculations. The optical Janus effect is observed in a wide range of constituent photonic and absorbing elements. These include thin films and multilayer structures as the photonic elements and gold nanoparticles and plain metal films as the absorbing elements. Spatial control of the location of the absorbing elements enables the creation of arbitrary asymmetric structural color patterns with controllable, viewing-direction-dependent coloration as well as more complex anisotropic.

Figure 5. Viewing-direction-dependent optical effects from Janus coatings using a thin metal film as the absorbing element. a–c) Partially invisible Janus color patterns. a) Photograph of the coating side surface of a micropatterned asymmetric structural color stack designed to match colors of the features and the background from the coating side and thus hide the pattern. b) Photograph of the substrate side surface of the sample in (a) showing a high contrast between the color in the regions containing chromium and the color of the simple Bragg stack. c) Schematic showing the materials and thicknesses of the sample in (a,b). d–f) Viewing-direction-dependent polychromaticity from gradient thickness optical Janus films. d) Photograph of the structure showing a near solid orange color when viewed from the coating side. e) Same sample, but photographed from the substrate side, revealing a rainbow pattern in the region of the thickness gradient. f) Schematic showing the materials and thicknesses of the sample in (d,e).
effects such as viewing-direction-dependent invisibility of patterns or color travel. This rational design of asymmetric colored materials enables applications in art, architecture and design, and it may also allow more functional properties, for example in integrated photonic circuits, semitransparent solar cells with independent tunability of absorption profile and transmission color, or security features in anticounterfeiting materials.
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